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About This Game

Hellbound is a First Person Shooter game in the vein of the classics DOOM, Quake, Duke Nukem 3D, Blood and many others.

It's GROTESQUE! Focused in action, sp 5d3b920ae0
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Version Update v0.18.12 and News : Hi guys! How are you? We have just done the last update of the year (v0.18.12), it only
includes a remaster for the second soundtrack "The Meat Grinder". Here's the official best scores from previous version
(v0.18.11): And here's a new video update about a 2018 recap and some news! Cheers and happy new year, everybody! Tobas
and the team at Saibot Studios. Best scores - May, 2019 : Creatures from Hell! How's it going? A bit late, but here are the best
scores from May, 2019 And the leaderboard has been rested now.. Version 1.4 is released! New game modes and improvements
: Version 1.4 1. Side mode In this mode, the camera is located on the right, the player can not move left or right. It looks like a
2D game. It can remind you of Beat.Trip Runner game. 2. Mixed mode This mode combines all the modes. During one song,
the mode will change in the most appropriate way. For example, the side view is suitable for places with many notes. The front
view can make the game more exciting where there is little music. 3. Gameplay improvements and bugfixes 3.1 Now the hero
starts to burn when the multiplication of points begins five times. It looks beautiful visually and makes it clear to the player that
he is gaining maximum points. 3.2 The game does not end at the slightest collision with an obstacle. The hero just stumbles and
will continue to run. This makes the game more balanced and more interesting. 3.3 Small improvements and bugfixes. Best
scores - March, 2019 : Creatures from Hell! How was your weekend? Here are the best scores from March, 2019 Have a hell of
a week everybody! Tobias and the team at Saibot Studios. Version 1.3 is released! It brings Workshop, Leaderboards and
Achievements support : I'm happy to announce the new version of Music Boy 3D. Version 1.3 1. Workshop Now you are
allowed to publish and download custom tracks from Steam Workshop. Tracks can be easily found by music genre tag in the
Workshop catalog. Also, each track contains music author name, title, and cover image. See the guide pages to know how to
publish and download tracks from Steam Workshop. 2. Leaderboards Each track, even published in Workshop, has its own
leaderboard. Finish the track, and see how good you are. 3. Achievements At the moment, your achievements can be the
completion of the track and publication of the track. Finish more tracks to get a higher achievement.
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